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Abstract 
For a given matrix pair (A, B), A square, necessary and sufficient conditions are estab- 
lished for the existence of a state feedback matrix F such that A + BF is in the same sim- 
ilarity class as a partially prescribed square matrix. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All 
rights reserved. 
‘1. Notation and introduction 
Let ff be an arbitrary field and [F[1] the polynomial ring with coefficients in F. 
Let IF”“” and F[2.]‘xm denote the vector spaces over IF of II x m matrices with co- 
efficients in [F and in F[,?], respectively. We will denote with greek letters the el- 
ements of F[,I] and we will use the notation IX 1 /I for CI divides /3 and d(.) for the 
degree of. 
Let us introduce the notation and basic concepts that we will use along the 
paper. As usual, two polynomial matrices A(I), B(2) E iF[2]““” are said to be 
equivalent if there are unimodular matrices U(n) E F[,I]“” and 
V(i) E F[,lrnXrn such that B(2) = U(2),4(1)V(1). Any polynomial matrix A(;,) 
is equivalent to a diagonal matrix Bag (LX,!. . , CI,, 0,. . . ,O), where 
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MI / 1 ctr are called the invariant factors of A (j.) and Y = rank (A(;*)). Two 
polynomial matrices are equivalent if and only if they have the same invariant 
factors (see [12]). 
Since two matrices A. B E [F”“” are similar if and only if their characteristic 
matrices j,1,, - A and iJ,, - B are equivalent, the invariant factors form a com- 
plete system of invariants for the similarity of n-square matrices ([12]). We will 
denote by f6s{ccl.. . jr,} the similarity class of a matrix A E [F”“” with 
cx] 1 ... / x,, as invariant factors, and we will drop the reference to the polyno- 
mials if there is no confusion. 
In this paper we will need a generalization of the usual equivalence of poly- 
nomial matrices. In fact we must define an equivalence relation between matri- 
ces of different sizes, having the feature that two matrices are equivalent if and 
only if their invariant factors only differ in the number of polynomials equal to 
1. This equivalence relation was studied in [2] and was called extended unimod- 
ulur equivalence. In order to introduce it we recall that two polynomial matrices 
P(J) E F[j_]““” and Q(i) E [F[i,]““’ are said to be relatively right-prime if their 
only right common divisors are unimodular matrices. That is to say, if 
P(i) = P,(3.)T(i) 
Q(7.) = Ql (?_)T(i.) 
+ T(A)unimodular. 
A similar definition applies to relatively left-prime polynomial matrices. 
Definition 1 ([2]). Two polynomial matrices P(A) E F[j_]nxm, Q(jL) E ,[,I”’ are 
said to be extended unimodular equivalent if there exist polynomial matrices 
rt (j.) E F[,].“” and Tz(i) E ff [,I”“’ such that 
where Q(i.), r,(n) are relatively left-prime and P(i), T?(i) are relatively right- 
prime. 
In order to simplify the notation and since matrices ri (2) and Tz(,%) are not 
unimodular matrices, from now on we will say that two matrices are extended 
equivalent whenever they satisfy the above definition. 
Let p be an integer and define 
.Y(J~) = {PO.) E lF[j_]‘Zx”: n - m = p} 
We have the following lemma 
Lemma 2 ([2]). The jbllorving properties hold. 
(u) For afixedp, the extended equivalence is an equivalence relation in Y(p). 
(b) P(2), Q(2) E 9%) are extended equivalent if and only [f the), have the 
same non-constant invariant jbctors. 
Next, we introduce another equivalence relation that will be present in this 
manuscript: the feedback equivalence or block similarity of matrix pairs. Two 
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matrix pairs (A: B), (A’, B’) E F”“” x F”““, are said to be feedback equivalent if 
there exist matrices P E V”“, Q E [F”““, R E [F”““, P and Q non-singular, such 
that 
[A’ B’] = P[‘4 B] Pi’ ; 
[ 1 (1) 
It is well-known that two pairs (A:B), (A’,B’) E F”“” x F”““’ are feedback 
equivalent if and only if the singular pencils [iZ, -A B] and [>.I, -A’ B’] 
are strictly equivalent ([I]). Since these pencils do not have either infinite ele- 
mentary divisors or row minimal indices, a complete system of invariants for 
the feedback equivalence of matrix pairs is given by the invariant factors 
and column minimal indices of the corresponding singular pencils. These are 
called invariant factors and controllability indices of the matrix pair. If 
c(~ / / a,, and k, 3 3 k,. > 0 = k,-_ , = = k,,, are the invariant factors 
and controllability indices of (A,B) E IF”“” x F”“‘” where r = rank (B), we will 
denote by cGF{zl, , CL,, k,, ~ k,,} its feedback equivalence class, and again 
we will omit the reference to the invariant factors and controllability indices 
if there is no confusion. 
A matrix pair (A,B) E LF”“” x F”“” is said to be controllable if its controlla- 
bility matrix S(A:B) = [B AB . . A”-‘B] has full rank. An alternative charac- 
terization that we will use here is that (A, B) is controllable if and only if all 
its invariant factors are equal to 1 ([3] or [4]). 
Given a controllable pair (A, B) E [F”“” x E”““’ a theorem by Rosenbrock 
([3]) establishes the conditions for the existence of a matrix F E [F”“” such that 
A + BF belongs to a prescribed similarity class. This result has been generalized 
by Zaballa [5] to the noncontrollable case. 
Schlegel [6] has extended Rosenbrock’s theorem giving necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions for the existence of a state feedback matrix F E [F”“” such that 
A + BF is similar to a block triangular matrix with a prescribed principal sub- 
matrix f. E F‘““. s < n of the form 
[ I 
L Y 
0 x 
for some matrices X E (FC”-~‘)x(“-“), Y E lF’““‘P~“, when (A,B) is controllable. In 
this paper we will generalize Schlegel’s result in several directions that we will 
make explicit below. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we will present some prelim- 
inary results that will be used in later sections. In Section 3 we deal with the 
following problem. 
Problem. Given (A, B) E [F”‘” x IF”““, not necessarily controllable, and 
PI(~) E F[h] . “‘, find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
matrix F E IF”‘” and a square polynomial matrix P(i) such that (i) 
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tin - (A + BF) is extended equivalent to P(1,), and (ii) PI (A) is a principal 
submatrix of P(A). 
As a consequence we will extend Schlegel’s result to noncontrollable systems 
and provide a solution to the existence of a feedback matrix F such that A + BF 
is similar to a matrix with a prescribed principal submatrix (over IF). 
In Section 4 we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
F such that A + BF is similar to a matrix with either prescribed rows or col- 
umns. This case is not contained in the problems studied in the previous sec- 
tion. Finally in Section 5 we deal with problems that are a type of dual to 
those studied in the previous sections and that admit the same solutions. This 
is actually an extension of the fact that the conditions in Theorem 2.6 of [5] and 
Theorem 3.1 of [7] are the same. 
2. Previous results 
In this section we collect some known results that will be used later on. 
We start with the SB-Thompson interlacing conditions for invariant factors 
of both polynomial and square matrices over iF. Also we will prove a slight gen- 
eralization of Sti-Thompson conditions for the invariants of the extended 
equivalence. 
Lemma 3 ([8,9]). Let A(A) E lF[,?lpxy be a polynomial matrix with invariant 
factors c11 1 ... 1 CQ, (c+ := 0, i > rank(A(i)). Let B(i) E lF[iJ@fp’)x(qfqi) be a 
polynomial matrix with y, / 1 yp+p, as invariant factors (yj := O> 
i > rank(B(1))). Then there exist matrices x(n) E E[n]p’ xq’ ) 
Y(n) E E[A]PX4’, z(n) E E[n]plxq such that B(A) is equivalent to 
[“,ill :i:i I 
if and only if 
Y, I xi I Y,+~,+~,~ i= l,...,p. 
We will need an analogous result in terms of the extended equivalence rela- 
tion: 
Lemma 4. Let P!(n) E ,[yrx” and A(i) E ,[,lnxm be polynomial matrices. Let 
y1 1 . .. I yt (yi := 0 for i > rank(Pl(3,))) and tll I . . . I c(, (CG := 0 for 
i > rank@(A))) be th e invariant factors of Pl (A) and A(],) respectively. Let p, 
q be positive integers such that Then there exist matrices 
x(n) E [F[@-‘)x(q-S), Y(A) E E[n] 
,,4,,,q = n - m. 
and Z(n) E E[,]@)x’ such that A(A) is 
extended equivalent to the p x q matrix 
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[ 
f?(J) Y(A) 
p(A) = Z(A) X(A) 1 
$and only if 
&-p+r I 7, I Gp+i+(p-t)+(q-s) > i = 1 J . . . 1 t. 
Proof. There are two possibilities: p 2 n or p < n. If p 3 n then by Lemma 2 
P(i) and A (A) are extended equivalent if and only if P(A) is equivalent to 
[i,b_., ‘4l)l 
Hence its invariant factors are 
_ x1 = . ‘. = c.$-,7 = 1 1 LTqnil 1 ‘. 1 clp, 
where c?~-,,+; = C-C,, 1 < i < II. From the previous lemma P(i) has Pt (1) as a sub- 
matrix if and only if 
%i I 7, I Cll+(p-r)+(y-.v)r i= l,...,t. 
If we put y, = 1 for i < 1, this is equivalent to 
E,-pitf 1 ;‘i 1 Xi-p+“+(ppf)+(y-F), i= l,...,t. 
If p < n then by Lemma 2 P(A) and A (A) are extended equivalent if and only 
if A(A) is equivalent to 
[I’;I’ F&j. 
Then ai = 1 for i = 1, . , n - p and CI,-~+~ 1 . . I ct, are the invariant factors of 
P(A). Again by the previous lemma P(A) has P,(A) as a submatrix if and only if 
&+p+i I i’i I %-p+i+@-t)+(y-.x). i = 1, . . ! t. 
In both cases the lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 5 ([8,9]). Let A E F PxP be a matrix with invariant factors ~(1 I ’ . . I ap. Let 
B E F(P+4)‘@+4) be a matrix with y, 1 . I yp+4 as invariant factors. Then, there 
exist matrices X E [Fqxq7 Y E Fpxq, Z E Fqxp such that B is similar to 
A Y 
[ 1 ZX if and only if 
:)r~C(;lyr+Zy, i=l,... _p. 
In the sequel we will use the following generalization of Rosenbrock’s the- 
orem to the non-controllable case: 
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Lemma 6 ([5]). Let (A,B) E P”” x [F”“” be a matrix pair with invariant jirctors 
a1 1 “’ I % and controllability indices kl > 3 k,. > 0 = k,.+l = . = k, 
where rank(B) = Y. Let 71 / ... 1 7n be manic polynomials such that 
d(zl) + . . + d(z,,) = n. Then, there exists a matrix F E Px” such that 
A+BFhaszl I...] 5, us invariant factors tf and only if’the following conditions 
are satisfied 
(k,, . . . . k,) + (d(k) I..., d(d,)), (3) 
where 6, = (Vi . \$+,)/(Vm .1’\,:;_,)> 1’: = ICn?(ai~,, T,_p), 1 < i < ?I + j, 
O<j<r,undifi<l wetakecc,=z,=l. 
And also the following result on completion of matrices. 
Lemma 7 ([4]). Let (A, B) E [Fi”P x [Fpx9 be a matrix pair. Suppose that 
rank(B) = r. Let kl 2 ‘. > k,. > 0 = k,+I = . . = k4 be its controllability 
indicesandccl 1 . . . I xI, its invariant j&tors. Let ~1 I . . / z,,, n = p + q be manic 
polynomials such that d(zl) + + d(z,) = n. Then, there exist matrices 
X E [Fyxp> Y E [Fqxq such that 
A B 
[ 1 X Y 
has zl I . . . 1 z,, as invariunt,f&tors if’and only lf the jtillowing conditions are sat- 
isfied 
z, / c(i I T’l+yr i= I,...,p, (4) 
(k, + 1:. > kc, + 1) < (d(a,). . . ,d(a,)). (5) 
where g, = (b{ . . $+i)/(fl;-’ . . $~~_,), /?;’ = ICm(x,~j,Ti), i = 1.. ( 
p+j, j=O ,..., q. 
Our main goal is to extend the following result given by Schlegel which can 
be considered as a generalization of Rosenbrock’s result on the invariant factor 
assignment to a system under state feedback. Namely, Schlegel’s result ([6]) 
characterizes when A + BF belongs to the similarity class of a block triangular 
matrix having L as a prescribed principal submatrix, in the case where (A, B) is 
controllable. We will remove the restriction of controllability and L will be pre- 
scribed to be either a principal submatrix or a submatrix formed by some rows 
or columns of a bigger matrix. 
Lemma 8 (Schlegel, [6]). Let (A, B) E [F”“” x IF”“” be u controllable puir with 
rank(B) = r and controllability indices kl >, . ” > k,. > 0. Let L E P”” be a 
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matrix with invariant factors y1 I . . . / ys. Then, there exist matrices F E V”““, 
x E If(n-s)x(n-.7), Y E [F”“(“M) such that A $ BF is similar to 
L Y 
[ I 0 x 
ijand only if the ,fbllowing condition holds: 
(k,. . 14.) + ((n - s) + d(y,J, d(y,_,), . . > d(y,)). 
3. Main result 
We start with the problem of the existence of a state feedback matrix F such 
that I.& - (A + BF) is in the same extended equivalence class as a polynomial 
matrix with a prescribed arbitrary submatrix. Notice that since 
rank (21n - (A + BF)) = n for any matrix F, we have to assume that the sum 
of the degrees of the invariant factors in the equivalence class must be n. 
The result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 9. Let (A,B) E 1F”“” x IFnX” he a matrix pair with invariant jizctors 
aI I “’ I G and controllability indices kl > . > k, > 0 = k,.+l = = k, 
where r = rank(B). Let PI (2) E E[#‘.’ be a polynomial matrix with invariant 
jbctors yI 1 . . j yt (vi := 0 if i > rank(P, (2)). Then, there exist a feedback matrix 
F E [F”“” and ylynomial matrices X(j*) E F[2](p-t)xip-s). Y(2) E 5[#x(p-~s) and 
Z(2) E #P-’ xS such that 2, - (A + BF) is extended equivalent to the p x p 
matrix 
P(2) = 
[ 
PI (1.) Y(l) 
Z(i,) X(2) 1 
ijand only if 
x1 I Y,+(p-n) I QtlJ-t)+(p-\)+r; i= l,....n, 
(k,, . ,k,) -t (w + d(&),d(Li), . . . >d(h)), 
where 6, = (\< \i+,)/(~+-’ . . . $_,), h;’ = lCm(Ei-,, ~l+(pm,,)p~pmt) 
1 <i<n+j: O<j<r andw = n - C:=,d[l~m(r;,i’,+@_~,_~ ,,_, )_C,,_,i)]. 
(6) 
(7) 
1 .x-r 1 
Proof. First we prove that the conditions are necessary. Suppose that there 
exist matrices F E IF”““. X(2): Y(2): Z( ‘) 1, such that AI,, - (A + BF) is extend- 
ed equivalent to 
P(jb) = 
[ 
P,(i) Y(l) 
Z(%) X(i) 1 E lF[%]pxp. 
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This means that if zI 1 . 1 z,, are the invariant factors of ti,, - (A + BF) then 
the non-constant invariant factors of P(R) are among them. Let us see how 
these polynomials are related to both the invariant factors of the pair (A, B) 
and those of the polynomial matrix F’, (k). 
On one hand, as zI 1 . 1 z,, are the invariant factors of A&, - (A + BF), from 
Lemma 2 we have 
Zi-r I %i I zi, i= l....,n 
and 
PI> . . . ,kr) 3 (d(o,.), . . . :d(o,)), 
where 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
and 
& = lCm(U;_j, 7,_,) i = 1,. . , n + j, j = 0,. . ) Y. 
On the other hand, as {z,, . . , T,} contains the non-constant invariant fac- 
tors of P(A), by Lemma 4 we have 
Tn-p+i I Y, 1 rn-p+i+@-t)+@-r), i = 1, . , t. (11) 
If we define yi = 0 for i > t and 7; = 0 for i > n then (11) yields 
7’i+4 I Y, I 71-@-n)+b-r)+(l,pP), i = 1, . . . , n. (12) 
Now, from (8) and (12) we obtain (6). 
To see that the majorization condition (7) is also necessary we define the fol- 
lowing polynomials: 
4 = hl(Mjpj, l.‘i+(p-n)-(p-t)~(p-,~)-r), i = 1,. , n +j, j = 0,. . . ,r. 
The interlacing conditions (12) imply that 
4 I $7 i= l,..., n+j, j=O ,... ,Y. 
Notice that VP = cl;, i = 1,. . . . n for by condition (6), 
Y;+(p-n)-~-l)-~-r~-r I (Xir i = 1,. . ) n. 
If we define 
k( . . . l(+, 
sj = d-1 
I . 
vinl)_, , j= l,...,r, 
thenas$ I /$,i=l,..., n+j,j=O ,..., r,weget 
61 . ..Sj = 
t( . hi+, I p; . . . /3;+j 
= CJ] . ..a]. j= l,...,T> 
CC] . a, c(I . . . c?,, 
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where olr..., CT, are defined in (10). This implies that 
-&d(o) 2 kd(S;), j= 1,“‘) Y. 
1=I i=l 
If we put 
W = n - Cd(() = n - 2 d(lcm(Q, Y,+(p-n)-(p-t)-(p-.~)))’ 
i=l i=l 
then 
W+gd(di) = 
!?+I. n+r 
n - -p(vJ) + Cd($) - 2d(u,) 
r=l i=l i=l i=l 
= 2 d(fSi). 
i=l 
so, 
(d(or) 3 . . .,d(cq)) 5 (w+d(6,),d(6,-1),...,d(61)). (13) 
From (13) and (9) we obtain condition (7). 
Let us show that the conditions are also sufficient. Suppose that conditions 
(6) and (7) are satisfied. We are going to define II manic polynomials that will 
be the invariant factors of A + BF for some feedback matrix F and will also 
contain among them the non-constant invariant factors of an extension of 
P, (i). These polynomials are 
z. = v“ I ,+r 1 i= l,...,n- 1, 
75, = v;+, P, 
where p is an arbitrary manic polynomial of degree w. It is easy to see that 
11; 1 . . 1 v;+~, hence tl 1 . . . 1 ~~ and that Cbl d(z;) = n. Moreover, we are going 
to show that 
Ti-r I @-L I Ti, i= l,...,n. (14) 
From condition (6), we have that 
Y;+(p-n)-(p~r)~(p~s)~r I %, i = 1, . . . , n. 
Hence we deduce 
Z,-V = v:’ = lCm(Grr Yj+(p-n)-@-r)-(p-s)-r) 1 aj) i = 1 1 . . . . n. 
Furthermore 
I, I lcm(a,, yi+(p-n~-~p-t~-~p-s~) = VT+? = zi, i = 1, . . . , n - 1. 
and 
%l I 14% Yn+(p-n)-(p+J-s)) = vL+r I 0,. 
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We claim that 
r,-+) I ?/, I ~,-(,l-,l~+~p~l) i-(1,-,). i = 1, . . . n. 
In fact, from (6) c[; 1 yi+cp_,lj, and hence 
z, = lcm(x,, 1 i+(p-,,)-~,‘-“~,i”)) I I~,+(,,-,l)C i = 1: * t. 
Then z,_(,,-,,I 1 y,, i = 1,. . : n. And for i = 1,. . ! n, 
Yi I1cm(xi-(,-,,il(p-ti+o, “to 
= “:-i,,~,i)+(p~,,+(,,~~j+~ I ~~-~/~-l~~+(P~o+(P-\i. 
If we define the polynomials 
r;‘i = lcm(a,_i, z,+~). i = 1,. . . ,n i-j, j = 0,. . % r, 
weobtain,forj=O . . . . . r-l andi= l.... >n+j, 
/Ii = lcm(a,-,. $) = lcm(a,_,: SI,-~: ;I,~~~_,~~_-(~~,,~~~~~)~).) 
= lCm(CIi~I.?l,_ip~n)~ip-r,-(,,~~,~,.) = 1';. 
From (14), for j = r> i = 1, . . , n + r - 1 we have 
fly = lcm(a,_,, riPV) = z,_~ = vy, 
and for j = Y, i = n + Y 
(15) 
pi+,- = lcm(cc,?, z,,) = z,, = v:;+~ P. 
As a consequence, if we define 
the following identity holds: 
and 
so, 40,) = d(k), i= l....,n-p- 1 and d(~,-) =d(&)+w. From (7), we 
conclude that 
(k,, . . I k,.) + (d(G), . :d(o,)). (16) 
From (14) and (16) and Lemma 6 there exists a matrix F E P”” such that 
A + BF has zI ( . . . 1 z, as invariant factors. And from (15) and Lemma 4 there 
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exists P(i,) E F[ypxp extended equivalent to AI, - (A + BF) having PI (2) as a 
submatrix. 0 
A direct consequence of Theorem 9 is the generalization of Schlegel’s result 
(Lemma 8) to the noncontrollable case: 
Theorem 10. Let (A,B) E [F”‘” x 1F”“” be a matrix pnir with invuriunt factors 
rl ~~~~~~,,undcontrollabilityindicesk~ >, ... >k,.>O=k,.+l =...=k,,,, r= 
rank(B). Let L E Vxs be a matrix with invariant factors yl 1 / ys. Then, there 
exist matrices F E F”‘“,X E F(“-“)X(n-S), Y E Fsx(“-“), such that A + BF is 
similur to 
L Y 
[ 1 0 x 
if und on/l> if the following conditions hold: 
x, I ?I / ski ,,--. ++,.> i = 1. . ,s, (17) 
(k,. . k,.) + (w + d(&),d(&,), ,d(h)), (18) 
where 6, = (i{ . . v:+~)/(v~ . . VII:_,), \{ = Icm(a;-,. y,_(,,_,~)_,.), i = 1.. . , 
n+j,j=O,... ~ r, and w = n - C:‘=, d[lcm(a,. ^r,+c,,_,~)]. 
Proof. Put 
P,(i) = 
2, - L 
[ 1 [ >.I? - L -Y 0 ’ P(i) = o 1 ;>I,,_, - x 
Taking s = s, t = n and p = n in Theorem 9, we obtain conditions (17) and (18). 
Conversely, suppose that conditions (17) and (18) are satisfied. Theorem 9 
guarantees that there exist matrices X(3.) E F[~]‘“~~“‘“‘“-“‘, Y(;l) E F[j+]‘““‘~.” 
and F E 5”“” such that ,%I,, - (A + BF) is extended equivalent to 
[ 
/I[, -L Y(n) 
p(lL) = 0 1 X(A) 
Since 1 P(jb) /=/ i.l, -L I I X(i) 1, we conclude that d(l X(2) 1) = n - s. This 
means (see [lo]) that X( 1) I may be linearized; in other words it is equivalent 
to a matrix with the form I%_, -X. Thus P(2) is equivalent to 
[ 
I.[, - L Y(R) 
0 1 /iIU_s-x 
Dividing Y(A) by 21, -L there is a matrix polynomial Q(2) E [F[1]““‘“-“ and a 
matrix Y E F‘“(“~“) such that Y(i) = (2, - L)Q(j6) + Y. As 
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AIT - L 
0 
the latter matrix is equivalent to P(2). Hence A + BF and 
L Y 
[ I 0 X 
are similar. 0 
As a particular case, if (A, B) is controllable, the previous result reduces to 
Schlegel’s theorem. 
Corollary 11. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 10 $(A, B) is controllable 
there exist matrices F E IF”““, X E F(n-.‘)X(“P”), y E [F”“(“-“1 such that A + BF i&y 
similar to 
L Y 
[ I 0 X 
if and only if 
(k~,...,k,) 4 ((n-s)+d(;‘,~),d(~,~-,),...,d(y,)). (19) 
Proof. It is enough to show that conditions (17) and (18) reduce to condition 
(19). 
As said in the introduction, (A, B) is controllable if and only if 
cl;= 1, i= l,..., n. Then condition (17) reduces to ;I~ 1 c(~+(~_~)+,., i = 1, , s, 
that is, 
yi=l, i=l,..., s-r. 
Putting Y~-+)-~ = lifi<(n-s)-rand~,_~=lifi<j,wehave 
4 = lCm(CLj, ]~,_c,_,y,-,) = ~i_(,,-,51-r, i = 1, . . , n +j, j = 0, . . ( r. 
SO, Sj = JI~+(~_~), j = 1,. . . , r, and 
w = n - 2 d(yi_Cn_,VJ) = n - 2 do),) = n - s. 
i=l ikl 
Then condition (18) reduces to 
66, . ..,kr) 3 ((n-~)+d(y,~),d(y,~-,),...,d(?;,)). •I 
We consider next the case where L is prescribed to be a principal submatrix. 
The result is not just a consequence of Theorem 9. As we will see the proof of 
the sufficiency of the conditions is based on Lemma 5. 
Theorem 12. Let (A,B) E [F”“” x [F”“” be a matrix pair with invariant factors 
~(1 1 1 CY, and controllability indices kl > . 3 k,. > 0 where r = rank(B). Let 
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L E IFS’” be a matrix with invariant factors yl 1 ’ . ’ 1 ys. Then, there exist matrices 
F E (FM=‘, X E [F(“-“)x(“-S), Y E P”(“P”), Z E lF(“-S)xS, such that A + BF is sim- 
ilar to 
L Y 
[ 1 ZX 
if’and only if the following conditions hold 
rr I Y, / Q+Z(n-.s)+r, i= l,...,~, 
(k,, . ,&I 4 (w+ d(&),d(b1), . . . , (b)), 
L 
where 6, = (4 . . . d,j)/(lq’ . . . vi,;;._,), tf = Icm(Cl;-,, y,-q,,+J 
n+j,j=O,. . . , r, and w = n - J& d[lcm(g, ~;-z+~,)]. 
(20) 
(21) 
i= l,.... 
Proof. Let us put Z’t (n) = US - L and 
[ 
2, - L 
62) = _z 
-Y 1 EL-, -x .
From Theorem 9, taking t = s and p = n, conditions (20) and (21) follow. 
Conversely, suppose that conditions (20) and (21) are satisfied. Following 
step by step the proof of Theorem 9 it is possible to define n manic polynomials 
~1 1 ... j T,,, C:=, d(tj) = n, such that 
r1-r I & I ri, i= l,...,n, (22) 
rl I l,‘; I 7,+2(n-\), i= l,...,s, (23) 
(kl, . . . ,k) + (d(or), . . ,d(a)), (24) 
where c, = (81 . . . /Jj,+,)/(fi{-’ . . . /$i,r:_,), /I( = lCIIl(fX_j, T;-r), i = 1,. . , 
n+j,j=O ,..., r. 
Relations (23) and Lemma 5 imply that there exist matrices 
X E @“-“‘“‘“-7’. y E [F”“(“-“1, Z E [F(“-“)X” such that 
L Y 
[ 1 zx 
has rI I . I T’, as invariant factors. From (22), (24) and Lemma 6, there exists a 
matrix F E [F”““, such that A + BF has rI I . . . I z, as invariant factors. It fol- 
lows that A + BF is similar to the matrix (25). 0 
As a particular case, if (A, B) is controllable, the result of Theorem 12 sim- 
plifies to the following result whose proof is very similar to that of Corollary 11 
and we omit it. 
Corollary 13. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 12 let us suppose that 
(A,B) is controllable. Then there exist matrices F E [F”““, 
x E [F(n~“)X(M), Y E [FsX(“-S), Z E lF(“-“)“” such that A + BF is similar to 
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L Y 
[ 1 ZX 
if and only if 
(k~, . . ,k.) + ((n - 3) + 0 + d(t’,,),d(y .,_, ), . . . ,d(y,)), 
where v = C:::~(;J,,_~,_,,+~). 
4. Completion of a matrix with prescribed rows or columns 
Next we will assume that the prescribed submatrix L is formed by some rows 
or columns of the whole matrix. This case is quite different from the previous 
one, because the polynomial matrix formulation does not play as big of a role 
in the solution of the problem. Rather, the solution is based on Lemma 7. 
Theorem 14. Let (A,B) E [F”“” x P”“’ be a matrix pair with invariant jtictors 
al 1 . . 1 x, and controllability indices kl 3 > k, > 0 where r = rank(B). Let 
(L,M) E [Fsxs x IF”X(n-“) be a pair with invariant factors y, ( . . . 1 ys and control- 
lability indices 11 3 . . . > I,_,, > 0. Then, there exist matrices 
F E V’““, X E [F(“P”)xs, Y E [F(“P”)“(“-“) such that A + BF is similar to 
L M 
[ 1 X Y 
fund only if 
@G I Yi I Q+(n-s)+r? i= l,...,s. (26) 
(kl , . . . , k,) 4 (w + d(&),d(L,), . . . ,d(&)). (27) 
(1, + 1,. . . , I,+.$ + 1) + (w + d(o,w),d(o,,w,), .d(c,)), (28) 
where 6, = (v_I . . . v~+~)/(v~’ . . v~,~~_,), I’: = lcrn(a,_,,~~_~,,~,~)_,_)! i = l!. , 
n +j, j = 0,. . . , r, w = n - C:‘, d(lcm(cc;, ;I,_~,,_,~,), 
(cy’ . . . 
and ~~ = (r{ t(+,)/ 
i”,,:_,),j’i=lcm(y,~j,cc,),i= l,... ;s+j,j=o )..., n-s. 
Proof. First we prove that the conditions are necessary. Suppose that there 
exist matrices F E IF”““; X E IFCnP”)‘“, Y E IF(“-‘)X(n-F) such that A + BF is 
similar to 
L M 
[ 1 X Y’ (29) 
Taking PI (A) = [i,l, - L -M] and applying Theorem 9, conditions (26) 
and (27) follow. Moreover, if ZI 1 . . I T’, are the invariant factors of A + BF, 
then by Lemma 6 
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Ti-r 1 ai / zi, i= l,...,n. (30) 
Furthermore, from Lemma 7 it follows that 
z, / yj I 5i+n-Y, i= l,...,~, (31) 
(I, + 1,. . .1 I,,_, -I- 1) -x (d(Z:,_,), . ,d(C,)), (32) 
where Ci = (4 . . . qL+i)/($’ . . . &_,), y’ = lcm(y,_,, z,), for i = 1.. . 3 
s+j. j=o,..., IZ - s. To obtain condition (28) let us define the following 
polynomials 
</=lcm(l;i_,:r,), i= l,..., s+j,j=O. . . . . M-S. 
Hence <p = yi. i = 1,. , s and, from (30) 
</ = lcm(g,_,, ai) 1 Wyj_,,7;) = yI(, i= l,..., s+j.j=O ,..., n-s. 
If we define 
0, = 
<; i’,;, 
K’ g_, ’ 
j= l,...:n--s 
then forj= l....,n-s 
so c:=, d(o,) 6 c;=, d(Z), and if we put w = n - EYE, d(<:-‘) = n - Eye, 
d(lcm@,, ‘r’,+,) )), we obtain 
n--.s 
W + C d(Oi) = !I - ‘pd(<‘l) + -pd(gy - g-d(-)) 
/=I i=l r=l i=l 
n-s 
= C d(Ci). 
Then 
(d(C,+), . . ,d(C,)) 5 (w+ d(~,~.~),d((Tn~.~-,)l... ,d(ol)). (33) 
From (32) and (33) condition (28) follows. 
We prove now that the conditions are sufficient. Suppose that (26)-(28) are 
satisfied. Observe that v:+~ = lcm(gi, Y,_~,,_,~)) = ty-’ for i = 1~ . . , n. From con- 
ditions (26), (27) and following step by step the proof of Theorem 9 we can de- 
fine n manic polynomials zl, . , z,, C:=, d(z;) = n such that 
7,-r I a, / 7it i= l,...,n, (34) 
7, 1 li’, I 7i+(n-.5) 3 i= l,....n, (35) 
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(k, > . ’ . ,kr) + (4&), . . . ,4&)), (36) 
where Xj = (pi . . p/,+,)/(/Im’ . &z:_,), 8: = lCIIl(M;_j, Zi-r), i = 1,. . . , 
n+j,j=o )...) r. 
From (34) (36) and Lemma 6 there exists a matrix F E P’“” such that 
A + BF has zi ) . . 1 ~~ as invariant factors. 
If we define 
[{ = lcm(y,_.i, zi), i = 1, . . , s + j, j = 0, . . . , n - S, 
and 
~,= ,e”‘c{+j 
J [;-I ,..(j-’ I j= l,...,n-s, 
v+,- I 
wehavethatfori= l,..., S, <~=y,,forj=O ,..., n-s- 1, i= I,..., s+j, 
[i = lcm(y,_j, 7;) = lcm(yi_,, c$-“) = lcm(y,Pi, Q) = ;“I> 
forj=n-s, i=l,...,n-1 
c?-” = lcm(y,_+,)~ (r-S) = ,y-.’ 
and (t-s = lcm(y,y, {z-“o) = (I-” CT. Then, for j = 1,. . 
A, . An-s = i;-” . . * ii-” = ty-” . . . fy~ = ~, 
i’, . . . ys 1’1 .” I!, 
SO, the following identity is true: 
. n-s-l 
. . cTn-.s CT. 
(~+d(a,~.~),d(a,,-,-,),....d(a,)) = (d(A,~~.,),...,d(A,)). (37) 
From (37) and taking into account (28) we obtain 
(II + 1,. . . , L-,s + 1) 4 (d(&+), . . . , d(b)). (38) 
Now, from (35) and (38) and Lemma 7 we conclude that there exist matrices 
x E [F’“-“‘““, and y E [F+“‘“‘“-“‘, such that 
L M 
[ I x Y 
has rl 1 . . 1 z,, as invariant factors and is similar to A + BF. 0 
We now determine how the conditions in Theorem 14 can be simplified in 
the case where either the pair (A, B) or (L,A4) is controllable. 
If (A, B) is controllable we have the following result. 
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Corollary 15. Let (A,B) E Px” x PXm be a controllable matrix pair with 
controllability indices k, 3 ... >k,>O where r = rank(B). Let 
(L,M) E IFSX” x [F sx(n-s) be a matrix pair with invariant factors y, 1 . ’ . 1 ys and 
controllability indices 11 >, 2 I,_, > 0. Then, there exist matrices 
F E P”“, J- E [F(“-s)x”, Y 6 [F(“-“)X(“-S) such that 
A f BF is similar to 
!f and only ij 
n-s 
(k,,...,k,) 4 n - s + c 1, + d(g,), d(y,-, ), .> d(y,) 
I=1 
(39) 
Proof. It is enough to show that conditions (26)-(28) reduce to (39). 
As (A, B) is controllable, its invariant factors are equal to 1. So, from (26) 
,I, - 1, i = 1,. . . ,s-r,and4 =Y~_(~_~)~~, i= l,..., n+j, j=O ,..., r.Then 
6, = Y~+,~_,., j = 1,. . ,Y, w = n - Es=, d(y;) and (27) simplifies to 
Finally, t(=y_,, i=l,..., s+j, j=O ,..., n-s. SO gj = Y]-j, 
j=l,..., n-s,thatis,oj=l, j=l,..., n-s.Fromcondition(28)wede- 
duce that w = C:if li + (n - s). Introducing this value into (40) we get the con- 
dition (39). 0 
If (L,M) is controllable, we obtain the following corollary 16. 
Corollary 16. Let (A,B) E [F”‘” x [F”“” be a matrix pair with invariant jhctors 
Cx] 1 . . . 1 cc,, and controllability indices kl 2 . 3 k,. > 0 where r = rank(B). Let 
(L,M) E [F”“” x [F’ sx(n-s) be a controllable matrix pair with controllability indices 
11 3 . 3 I,_, b 0. Then, there exist matrices F E PX”, X E [F(“-“)xs, 
Y E [F(“-“)X(“-“1 such that 
L M 
A + BF is similar to 
[ 1 X Y 
!f and only ij 
(41) 
Proof. It is enough to show that conditions (26)-(28) reduce to condition (41) 
and the proof is very similar to that of Corollary 15. 0 
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If both (A, B) and (L, M) are controllable, it results in corollary 17 
Corollary 17. Let (A,B) E IF”‘” x [F”““’ and (L,M) E [F”‘” x P(“-“1 be control- 
lable matrix pairs. Suppose that kl > . > k,. > 0, where Y = rank(B) and 
I, > ‘.. 3 I,_, 3 0 are their controllability indices respectively. Then, there 
exist matrices F E P”“, X E @“)X”> Y E [F(“-“)X(+ such that 
A + BF is similar to 
with71 1 ... 1 z, as invariant factors if’ and only tf the following conditions are sat- 
isfied 
(k,, . . . . k,) + (d(t,).. ..,d(z,)), (42) 
(11 + 1:. .> I,-,s + 1) 4 (d(z,,), . . ,d(z,)). (43) 
Proof. As the invariant factors of both pairs (A, B) and (L, M) are all equal to 1, 
conditions (26)-(28) become redundant. 
If ZI ) . . . 1 z, are n manic polynomials whose degrees sum n, from Lemmas 6 
and 7 it is easy to see that the theorem is fulfilled if and only if conditions (42) 
and (43) are satisfied. 0 
5. Some equivalent problems 
In [7] the following result was presented: 
Theorem 18 (Theorem 3.1 [12]). Let A E [F”“’ be a matrix with invariant factors 
K1 I . I &,. Let tl 1...1~,~ be manic polynomials such that 
d(zl) + . . + d(z,) = n. Let kl 3 . . 3 kr be positive integers. Then, there 
exists a matrix B E Px”, with rank(B) = r, such that (A, B) has 71 1 I 7, as 
invariant factors and kl, . . . , k, as controllability indices if and only if the 
following relations hold. 
xi I Tl+- I 4+r, i= l!...,n-r. 
(ki, . . , k,.) 3 (d(h), . . : 46 I), 
4 = Icm(z,+r_i,a,), i = 1,. ,n - r+j, j = 0,. ..,r. 
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The conditions of this theorem and those of Lemma 6 are so similar that one 
can easily suspect that both problems are equivalent. The aim of this section is 
to show that this is actually the case. We will introduce a more general setting 
and deduce from it the equivalence just mentioned and the solution to some 
completion problems related to those studied in the previous sections. 
Let us see first that the equivalence is true. 
Lemma 19. Let %~{rl,. . . ,x,,; kl,. . , k,.} he a ,j&edbuck eyuitlulence cluss qf 
puirs qfmutrices in [F”“” x IFnx” und %s{zl , . . z,,} ci similuritJ~ cluss qf mutrices 
in [F”‘“. Given u pair (A. B) E 44~ und a matrix A E %‘s, there e.vists N ,j&edhuck 
mutrix F E IF”‘x” such that A + BF E %s $und only {f given u matrix A E %,y. 
there exists u matrix B E IF”““’ such thut the puir (A. L?) E %‘F. 
Proof. Let 2 E %‘s be a matrix. Let us take an arbitrary pair (A, B) in XF. 
Suppose that there exists a feedback matrix F E (F”“” such that A + BF E %s. 
Then we can find a non-singular matrix T E [F”“” such that x = T(A + BF) T-l. 
Taking B = TB we have 
[A B] = [T(A+ BF)T-’ TB] = T[A B] ;‘, ; , 
[ I 
so the pair (A, B) belongs to Kp. 
Conversely, let (A, B) E SF. Let us take a matrix A E Xs. Suppose that there 
exists a matrix B such that (A, B) E gF. Then it is possible to find non-singular 
matrices T E [F”““, S E [F’“““’ and a feedback matrix R E [F”““’ such that 
[A L?] = T[A B] ‘XI ; 
[ 1 = [T(A + BRT)T-’ TBS]. 
If we take F = RT then 2 = T(A + BF)T-’ and A + BF E ‘ts. ??
Based on this idea we will prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 20. Let %F he u,feedhuck equivalence class in 1F”“” x 1F”“” und let CC he N 
collection of’ similurity classes oj’ mutrices in [F”‘“. Then, the ,jtillo\ving tn’o 
statements are equitvdent: 
(Pl): Given (A, B) E XF there exist F .such thut %:4+BF E 0. 
(P2): There exist A, B such thut (A, B) E VF und %,4 E (1. 
Proof. (PI) 3 (P2). Let (A. B) E Y?F be an arbitrary pair. As (Pl) is true, there 
exists F such that %‘,4+Bp E I’. Put A 1 = A + BF and B1 = B. It is obvious that 
(Al, BI) E SF and KA, E (f’. 
(P2) + (Pl). Let (Al, BI) E WF. From condition (P2) there exist matrices A 
and B such that (A, B) E %F and %,I E c. So, (Al, B,) and (A, B) are feedback 
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equivalent, that is, there exist non-singular matrices T, U and a matrix R such 
that 
A = TAT-’ + TBR = T(A, + B,RT)T-‘, 
B = TB,U. 
Taking F = RT, then A, + B,F is similar to A and so VA,+B,F E Cr. 0 
With this result we can solve problems that are a type of dual to those stud- 
ied in the previous sections. 
Corollary 21. Let VF{aI,. . , cc,,k, . ( k,,, > be a feedback equivalence class. Let 
P(i) E ,[2]“’ be upolynomial matrix with invariantfactors y1 1 . . . 1 yt (ri := 0 ij 
i > rank(P(2))). Th ere exist matrices A E Pn, B E PXm, X(2) E [F[%]@-‘)x(pP”), 
Y(n) E lF[2]‘xb-S), Z(jb) E lF[++~ such that AI,, -A is extended equivalent to 
and (A, B) E %~{cx,, . . , z,,, kl, . . . , k,,} ifand only ifconditions (6) and (7) hold. 
Proof. Let .F be the family of sets of n manic polynomials {zi, . , s,} 
satisfying the following conditions: 
1. rl I . / T,?, 
2. C:=i d(ti) = ?Z, 
3. If n > p then tl = . . . = z,,_ = 1 and r,-P+l, . . . ,5, are invariant factors of a 
p x p completion of P(%). If n <p then 1, k!), 1, zi, . . . , T’, are invariant fac- 
tors of a p x p completion of P(3,). 
Let 6’ be the collection of similarity classes of n square constant matrices whose 
invariant factors are elements of .Y. From the previous Theorem 20 there exist 
matrices A and B such that %A E c” and (A, B) E Wr if and only if given 
(A, B) E gr there exist a matrix F such that VAtBF E 6. From Theorem 9 this 
is equivalent to conditions (6) and (7) being satisfied. 0 
Next we state some corollaries whose proofs we omit because they are sim- 
ilar to the last one. 
Corollary 22. Let %r{al,. . , c(,, kl, . . . k,} be a feedback equivalence class. Let 
L E P” be u matrix, s < n, with invariantfactors 7, / . ’ 1 ys. There exist matrices 
A E IF”““, B E Pxm. X E [F(“-“)x(“P”), Y E IF”“(“-“1, such that A is similar to 
L Y 
[ I 0 x 
and (A, B) E %‘r{a,, . . . , c1,, k,, . . . , k,,,) if and only if’ conditions (17) and (18) 
hold. 
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Corollary 23. Let %?F{c(I, . . . , cx,,, kl, . . . , k,,,) be a feedback equivalence cluss. Let 
L E [F”“” be a matrix, s < n, lrith invariant factors ?;, 1 . . . 1 ys. There exist 
matrices A E [F”X”, B E [F”‘m, X E [F(“-“I’(“-“), Y E ~‘X(“-“)I Z E [F(“P”)“” such 
that A is similar to 
and (A, B) E 9PF{~, , . . , a,,, k,, . . : k,,,} if and only if conditions (20) und (21) 
hold. 
Corollary 24. Let %?F{xI, , a,. kl . , k,} be a feedback equiculence cluss. Let 
CL,M) E [F”X” x [FSx(n-“1 be u mutrix pair with invariunt jtictors y, 1 . . . 1 ;l,F clnd 
controllability indices 11 > . > I,,_,, 2 0. There exist m&rices A E F”““, 
B E IF-‘, x E [F’“-.S,““, y E [Fin-v)x(n-s) , such that A is similar to 
L A4 
[ 1 X Y 
and (A,B) E ‘XF{z,!. . . ) a,,, kl . . . . , k,,) ifund only ij conditions (26)-(28) hold. 
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